Life on the Ice

Picture Splash and Vocabulary PowerPoint
What do you think the story will be about?
The first vocabulary word is:
shelter
Something that protects or covers
An umbrella will give you shelter from the rain.
The second vocabulary word is:
colony
A group of living things of the same kind living or growing together.
Penguins live in a colony or group.
The third vocabulary word is:
constant
Without a break or pause
The rain has been constant for the last several hours.
The fourth vocabulary word is:
wilderness
An area in a wild, natural state in which there are no people
It would be fun to hike or ride bikes in the wilderness, or unsettled area.
The fifth vocabulary word is:
climate
The usual weather that occurs in a place
The climate or usual weather in the tropics is warm!
The sixth vocabulary word is:
region
A usually large area of the earth’s surface
This region is covered with trees.
The seventh vocabulary word is:
unexpected
Taking place without warning
Winning first place in the race was an unexpected surprise!
The eighth vocabulary word is:
gliding
To move smoothly, quietly and with great ease
The ice skater was gliding across the ice.
The ninth vocabulary word is:
overheated
The car got **overheated** as we drove through the desert.
layer
A single thickness, coating or sheet of material covering a surface
This cake has three layers.